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Requirements
•

The system must represent the data of a person.

•

A person has a date of birth.

•

Do not grant an insurance policy for a fast car.

•

Use the birthday to disambiguate persons with the same name.

•

Show the correspondence address of the person.

•

Show for a person the company for which it is the contact person.

•

Select an address by clicking a location on a map.

•

…
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Introduction
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Figure 1 shows in
a highly
simplified
example, the Modeling
differenceIREB
between
textual and modeled
requirements. In the left pane the figure shows four textual requirements which specify
necessary behavior in relation to the input of data via a form. The right pane displays a requirements diagram in which the corresponding requirements are modeled.
Textual requirements

Modeled requirements

Req-1: The system shall show the entry
mask
Req-2: After the action "Show entry mask"
is completed, or after the action "Show
error" is completed, the system shall offer
the user the option to enter data
Req-3: After the action "Enter data" is
completed and if the data is ok, the system
shall store the data

Req-4: After the action "Enter data" is
completed and if the data is not ok, the
system shall issue an error message

Figure 1: Textual requirements vs. modeled requirements

As it can already be seen in this simple example, by modeling the requirements the necessary behavior of the system is shown in a more structured and understandable manner, and
can Ralf
easily
be comprehended piece by piece by the reader. Furthermore, in this simple ex- 4
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IREB Glossary of Requirements Engineering Terminology

Requirement

A requirement is (1) a need that is perceived by a
stakeholder or (2) a capability or property that a
system shall have.
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IREB Glossary of Requirements Engineering Terminology

Requirements Engineering
Requirements Engineering is responsible for
ensuring that the requirements of the system to be
developed are formulated as completely, correctly
and precisely as possible, thereby optimally
supporting the other development disciplines and
activ- ities in the life cycle of the system.
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The role of requirements
In the life cycle of systems, requirements play a
fundamental role. In particular, the various development
disciplines (such as architecture, design, implementation
and testing) are mainly based on the requirements of the
system that are specified in requirements engineering, and
are largely dependent on the quality of these requirements.
In addition to the development disciplines also activities
like maintenance and service up to decommissioning of
the system and development of upstream activities, such as
assessment of risks and costs of the development project,
depend highly on the requirements and their quality.
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Modeling languages for requirements modeling

•

OMG SysML (e.g., state machine diagrams)

•

OMG UML (e.g., class or activity diagrams)

•

MATLAB / SimuLink (e.g., stateflow diagrams)

•

BPMN
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Classification of systems
•

•

Type of system
•

operational information system

•

embedded system

Application domain
•

banks and insurance

•

production

•

vehicle and aircraft
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For instance, the reactive
behavior forms the focus of
requirements engineering
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IREB views in requirements modeling

1.5 Views in requirements modeling

requirements view
context view
context diagram
(IREB AL)

information structure view
class diagrams (IREB AL)
entity-relationship diagrams

dynamic view

quality view

data flow oriented view
data flow diagrams (IREB AL)
activity diagrams with
object flow(IREB AL)
Simulink block diagrams

boundary conditions

state oriented view

use case view
use case diagrams
(IREB AL)

constraints view

procedure oriented view

control flow oriented view
activity diagrams (IREB AL)
event driven process chains
BMPN

state machine diagrams (IREB AL)
Finite state automata
State charts
Simulink Stateflow
interaction oriented view

scenario view
sequence diagrams (IREB AL)
communication diagrams (IREB AL)
Message Sequence Charts after ITU Z.120

Figure 4: Views in requirements modeling in the IREB Advanced Level Requirements Modeling module
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IREB views in requirements modeling
•

Context view: identification of the necessary
interfaces between the system under consideration
and its context.

•

Information structure view: identification of static
and structural aspects of the functionality such as
the structure of data.

•

Dynamic view: identification of dynamic aspects of
the functionality.
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Views of the dynamic view
•

Use case view: user functions and dependencies from the system
context.

•

Data flow-oriented view: system functions and data dependencies
as expressed by data flow or activity diagrams.

•

Control flow-oriented view: flow logic of processes as expressed
by UML or SysML activity diagrams or BPMN diagrams.

•

State oriented view: states and state changes as expressed by
finite automata, Harel state charts or UML state machine diagrams.

•

Scenario view: interaction sequences between actors and the
system as expressed by typically sequence diagrams of UML /
SysML or Message Sequence Charts of ITU.

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Benefits of requirements modeling
•

Better comprehensibility of the requirements

•

Support of the principle of "separation of concerns”

•

Support of the principle „divide and conquer"

•

Reduced risk of ambiguity

•

Higher potential for automated analysis of requirements

•

Higher potential for automatic processing of requirements

•

Requirements in Context

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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dditions. When requirements
modeled Modeling
a substantial
part of the requirem
Source: Handbookare
of Requirements
IREB Standard
ed in the diagrams, so that the quality of the requirements model is determine
y of the individual diagrams and their mutual relationships. The quality of the
agrams in turn is determined by the quality of the model elements within the d
he associated textual additions. The left pane in Figure 5 illustrates the hie
ure of the evaluation of the quality of requirements models.

Quality of requirements models
Quality of the requirements model

Content correct
and complete?

semantic
Quality of the requirements diagrams
Fit for use?

pragmatic
Quality of the model elements
Quality

Meets syntactic
demands?

syntactic

Figure 5: Assessment of the quality of requirements models

uality of the requirements model, the requirements diagrams and model elem
essed against three criteria (see e.g. [LiSS1997]):
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Context modeling
•

Which roles and persons interact with the system in
operation?

•

What other systems are related with the system
under consideration in the operation?

•

What the interfaces are between the system under
consideration and the people and systems?

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Representing context
•

Context diagram from Structured Analysis

•

SysML block diagram

•

UML class diagram

•

UML component diagram

•

UML use case diagram

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Notation elements
for the
modeling
of context
diagrams with
data flow diagrams

Modeling elements of context diagrams

odeling data flow oriented context diagrams for instance, data flow diagrams
Figure 8 shows possible modeling elements for the construction of dataflow-or
t charts based on data flow diagrams by DeMarco (cf. [DeMa1979]).
Name

System (SuD)

neighboring system / actor

data flow

Notation

Name

Explanation
the system considered in the
scope of analysis/development

Name

neighboring system or
actor in system context

Name

flow of data between system
and system context

Figure 8: Possible modeling constructs of dataflow-oriented context diagrams

ext modeling using data flow diagrams, the system under consideration is ofte
ed
by
a
circle,
sometimes
called
a
box
or
a
cloud.
The
corresponding
modelin
18
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e neighboring systems
are shown
in the example
stick
figures, the organiz
chnical A
neighboring
systems as(SA)
boxes.
is modeled
in the form
context diagram
forThe
an interface
early warning
system
o and from the neighboring
systems.
in the mining industry

Sensor

Sensor
Data

Warning

Admin
Early
Warning
System

Operator
Request

Protocol

Day Results

Statistics
System

System
Messages

Operator
Figure 6: Example of a context diagram
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Pragmatic rules for context modeling
•

All neighboring systems that interact with the
system, should be included in the dia- gram
(completeness of the communication partners).

•

All neighboring systems should be named (to
clearly specify where the inputs come from and
where the output flow goes to).

•

All inputs and outputs should be labeled with a
logical name of the data flows (because unnamed
arrows point to a lack of understanding of the
interface).

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Information structure
modeling
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Central role of information structure modeling

•

Specification of business terms and data

•

Specification of requirements that relate to business terms

•

Modeled aspects
•

Relationship between terms

•

Attributes of terms

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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sidence : The address of the first residence of a person

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

deling of roles in the information model another alternative is available. Mo
can be found in Section 3.5.1 and Section 3.7.1.

Example of a UML class diagram

Definition of the meaning of terms

ortant property of an information model is that the terms defined are place
e section 3.1). Then name of the class and its attributes already explain the
rm in general. If additional descriptions are necessary a textual addition can
h is then attached to the corresponding class (see also Chapter 1).

Figure 12: Class and natural language definition

ttributes

h the use of attributes, classes are specified in more detail. I.e. attributing cl
he© corresponding
diagrams with additional semantics. This is of great impor
23
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3.3 Simple Example

Figure 9 shows a simple example of a data diagram, in the form of a UML class diagram. It
shows the relevant terms, the attributes and the dependencies.

Example of a UML class diagram

Figure 9: Example of a class diagram

The
above
class
©
2016
Ralf Lämmel

diagram consists of five classes contact, company, person, address and 24
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Source:
Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
1.1 Objects versus
classes

h the use of information structure models in the requirements modeling, two terms
separated. One speaks of objects and classes. A "class" is to be understood as a patte
mplate, defining the common properties of many objects. The objects are then referr
nstances of these classes.

Classes versus objects

Figure 10: Class vs. Object
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Identification of classes
within (for example) textual requirements

Suppose that the following nouns would have been identified in a first step:
person, age, car, gender, color, vehicle, man. In this list, there appear only
two terms that are worth, modeling as classes: person and vehicle. For the
other terms applies:
! Man: a synonym for person
! Age: property of a person
! Car: Synonym for Vehicle
! Gender: property of a person
! Color: Property of a vehicle

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel

Assumptions: (1) The concept of person
must be used consistently and not human.
(2) The concept vehicle must be used
consistently and not car. (3) The term color
refers to the color of a vehicle.
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Attribute declarations

ax und Semantik

Figure
13: Class with attribute
[/] Name [: type] [[multiplicity]]
[= default]
! Name: The name of the attribute, which is obligatory

tes are defined in the scope of the class. The following ingredients
! Data Type: The data type of the attribute. This is optional.
d in Backus-Naur Form)
! Default: The value of the attribute set on creation of a new object of the class

type]! [[multiplicity]]
[= ifdefault]
Multiplicity: Can be used
the attribute can take on multiple values simultaneously
(Example: Several first names). The same multiplicities are used as in the relationships.

: The!name
of
the
attribute,
which
is
obligatory
Derived: The leading "/" indicates that the attribute value can be derived from other

values (Example: The age of a person can be derived from the date of birth).
Type: The
data type of the attribute. This is optional and is describe
4 © 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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ar; a large
display;
a
huge
bank
account;
a
red
car;
a
black
list
Modeling adjectives with nouns

on usually indicates a concrete instance of a class (car
ch attribute of the class is meant (e.g. size of display = l

Figure 14: Modeling variations for adjectives with noun

e structures with <class> is <attribute value>
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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an be added to determine the allowable set of values of attributes
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Data types

Figure 16: Examples of Data Types
Pre-defined primitive data types:

! Boolean: A Boolean value, can be TRUE or FALSE.
! Integer: A whole number
! Float: A floating point number
! Character: A single character
! String: A sequence of characters
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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DataType - Structured
Data Types
Source: Handbook
of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

d of data type 4 allows the definition of structures, i.e. the definition of com
at are composed of more simple data types. These are always very specific
lication area. In UML merely the mechanism for defining such data types is
refore no concrete data types exist. Figure 17 shows several examples.

Structured data types

Figure 17: Example for the Modeling and Use of Data Types

xample of Figure 17 shows, these data types can be defined hierarchically.
the hierarchical definition are primitive data types or enumerations.
Enumerations

omain of an attribute can be specified by a denumerable list of acceptable va
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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le of Figure 17Source:
shows,
these
data types
can
defined hierarch
Handbook
of Requirements
Modeling
IREBbe
Standard
erarchical definition are primitive data types or enumerations.

Enumerations (data types)

erations

of an attribute can be specified by a denumerable list of accepta
be defined as an enumeration. Figure 18 shows two examples o
ation type.

Figure 18: Enumerations

ample is a typical case of using an enumeration: The definition o
).© 2016
However,
Ralf Lämmel the definition of this data type is redundant when31a

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Class or attribute

Information structure mo

For structured information, the following heuristic is helpful: as soon as a structured
of all
thispersons
information
to more than
one that
otheraddress.
object, then
should be the addre
ess form
affect
thatbelongs
are associated
with
Initcontrast,
modeled
separate
class.are completely independent.
econd
part as
ofathe
example
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commendations
for
modeling
practice
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

odeling reference "Attribute constraints and textual requirements"

Attribute constraints

ions of the UML are insufficient or the results are not "easy to understand
ual requirements.

Figure 19: Modeling attribute constraints

Formal
odeling hint
"viewsconstraints
on things" (OCL) may be used, too:

nguage of project stakeholders often a term is implicitly used for severa
context Person
inv: the request may be used as homony
a thing (homonym).
For example,
self.Client=true
implies
>= 16 and the data
aper form, the completed
document
and theself.age
signed document
diagram shall clearly state which meaning the modeled terms have. St
to clarify.
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Modeling relationships
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Handbook
Modeling IREB
ives and alsoSource:
exactly
oneof Requirements
other address
to Standard
which correspond
ess can be assigned to more than one person as the correspond

Simple relationships

Figure 20: Example of modeling simple relationships
Aspects of relationships:

Name:name
Specifies(meaning/semantics)
the name (meaning/semantics) of the
in verb phrase in ve
pecifies! the
ofassociation
the association
! Reading direction: direction in which the name is to be read

direction:
direction
inonwhich
the
toindicates
be read
! Multiplicity:
Is listed
each end of
the name
associationisand
how many
objects the other object may be or must be related to

ity: Is listed on each end of the association and indicates how m
! Role: Refers to the role played by the object to which the role is attached with
ject mayrespect
be or
must
be related to
to the
other object
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Information structure

Relationships at the object level

Figure 21: Relationships of the objects

n© to
the
requirements
contained
in
the
information
model,
association
36
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Part-of/part-whole relationships

yntax and Semantics

f/part-whole" relationship can be represented in UML with a line on w
ape is located on the side of the class that represents the whole.

Figure 22: Example for the modeling of aggregations and compositions

rimarily a relief when modeling and reading the diagrams, because at f
rtance of association is clearified. A special form of aggregation is the co
part-of/whole
37
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel connection is particularly strong. It is used to specify th

34
Information structure mode
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ng of Relationships

Modeling
constraints
relationships
0: A person
always has an identityof
card, but
first a person is created, then the card
there is a period, before the Identity Card is attached and a person exists withou
identity card.

An information model always shows a static and consistent structure of the information
cordingly, it is not intended to take structures into account to solve intermediate state
the information. Other temporal aspects, such as versioning or history, may well be rele
and modeled accordingly. Figure 26 shows a possible modeling of a simple history.

Figure 26: Resolution of unknown multiplicities

3.5.3.5 An Outlook to "Specification with OCL"

For the exact definition of constraints the OCL (Object Constraint Language) of the O
[OMG2012] provides the possibility of a more formal, but not easily understandable spe
cation. The condition that each person in the role of purchaser must have a delivery add
could, for example, be expressed by the following OCL constraint:

Figure 23: Modeling Constraints of relationships
context order
inv:self.purchaser->notEmpty()implies
self.Purchaser.DeliveryAddress->notEmpty()

deling advice
"attribute or association"
In OCL:

s©that
areLämmel
connected to each other with a 1 : 1 or 1 : 0..1 relationship,
38
2016 Ralf

of Requirements Modeling IREB
classes, thereSource:
areHandbook
two representations
of Standard
relationships tha
" with
a
very
different
meaning.
(Not
counting
the
triangle
Reading direction versus navigability
lso be misread as a direction arrow). One is reading direct
i.e. the little arrow head next to a verb)(see Section 3.5.1).

Figure 24: Reading direction vs. navigability

navigability (see bottom of Figure 24). The latter states tha
ess at which he resides, but not vice versa. This navigabil
39
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n©requirements
engineering, however, it plays a minor role

Modeling advice
"Different
of multiplicities
Source:
Handbookinterpretation
of Requirements Modeling
IREB Standard (versioning, hi
ising, dynamics)"

Challenges related to multiplicities

licities seem to be defined very precisely. However, they can lead to discussions
interpretations.

Figure 25: Unclear multiplicities

0..* interpreted as:

erpreted as:
! *: Person has (over time) many identity cards (expired, lost)
: Person has (over time) many identity cards (expired, lost)
! 0: does not need an identity card (does not have one or has lost it)
0: does not need an identity card (does not have one or has lost it)
! 0: A person always has an identity card, but first a person is created, then
the card. So there is a period, before the Identity Card is attached and a
person exists without an identity card.

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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s a period, before
the
Identity
Card
is
attached
and
a
person
exi
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
y card.

Resolved ambiguities

on model always shows a static and consistent structure of the in
is not intended to take structures into account to solve interme
on. Other temporal aspects, such as versioning or history, may w
accordingly. Figure 26 shows a possible modeling of a simple hist

Figure 26: Resolution of unknown multiplicities

utlook to "Specification with OCL"

t©definition
of
constraints
the
OCL
(Object
Constraint
Language
41
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mon properties and relationships of multiple classes can be summarize
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
n. Models can thus be simplified. The corresponding classes are conne
a triangle at one end. The class that is connected to the triangle represe
oncept. In the case that the class has no objects (i.e. no instances of this
d an abstract class. To illustrate this in the diagram, the name of an abst
in italics. Figure 27 shows a simple example for the modeling of a gener

Modeling generalizations

Figure 27: Example for the modeling of a generalization

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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3.6.2 Quantities of generalization and their constraints
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Generalization sets offer the option of combining different aspects of a generalization to
groups of subtypes. In Figure 28 two generalization sets are modeled (contact kind and contact type) with associated constraints.

Constraints on generalizations

Figure 28: Example for modeling Quantities of Generalization and Contraints

! Incomplete:
The modeled
subtypes of
aresuch
not necessarily
complete.
example, by conIn UML
the specification
of properties
a generalization
setFor
is annotated
manufacturer
couldTypical
be added
as kind ofare:
contact.
straints
in curly braces.
constraints
! Incomplete:
Complete: The
areare
complete.
No othercomplete.
contact types
possible.
Themodeled
modeledsubtypes
subtypes
not necessarily
For are
example,
manufacturer could be added as kind of contact.
! Disjoint: An instance can only be one of the subtypes. For example, a contact is either
Complete:
modeledbut
subtypes
are complete. No other contact types are possible.
a person orThe
a company,
never both.
An instance
can only
one of
subtypes.
example,
a contact ais either a
! Disjoint:
Overlapping:
An instance
can be
belong
to the
more
than oneFor
subtype.
For example,
person
a company,
but never
contact or
may
be a customer
and beboth.
a supplier.
Overlapping: An instance can belong to more than one subtype. For example, a contact
43
may
be a customer and be a supplier.
© 2016 Ralf
Lämmel
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Identification of generalizations

“The dog is a kind of animal.”
“A kind of animal is a dog.”
“The boss is a special employee.”
“Typical payment methods are bank transfer or billing.”

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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classes that have many of the same attributes and possibly also have the same rela
s to other classes, generalized classes can be created. This can lead to generalized
es that are not used in the domain.

Specializations without attributes

4 Recommendations
for modeling
If all specializations
are withoutpractice
attributes,

via aattributes,
property "type"
or "kind
possible. "type" or "kind
specializations modeling
are without
modeling
viaof"a isproperty
ible.

Figure 29: Empty specializations
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Derived associations

Derived associations are associations that can be derived from available
associations and are therefore redundant. Similar to derived attributes
these associations require a derivation rule.
rther Reading

Figure 30: Derived associations

Scope of generalization diagrams
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Dynamic views
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4.1 Dynamic views of requirements modeling

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
In contrast to the information models which can be basically expressed by one diagram type
(except for syntactic variants), the dynamic views offer a lot of different abstraction criteria
by which different aspects of the functionality can be specified (see chapter 1). This chapter
looks at four types of dynamic views in the requirements modeling, which are summarized
in the following table (the last one will be treated in chapter 5 of this document).

Dynamic views

View

Significance

Use case view

Decomposition of the functionality of the entire system from user perspective in
external (or by time) triggered processes (or interactions or sequences of functions), each leading to a specific added business value for one or more actors in the
system context, presented in the form of use case diagrams including textual use
case specifications for each use case.

Control flow oriented view

Specification of sequences of required functions of a system, where the emphasis
is on the sequence of execution. This view is mainly represented by UML activity
diagrams with explanatory activity descriptions.

Data flow oriented view

The Specification of the required functions of a system including Input/Output data
dependencies is represented classically by data flow diagrams with explanatory
descriptions of the functions and data flows between the functions. It can also be
represented by UML activity diagrams by using appropriate extensions.

State oriented view

Specification of the event-driven behavior of a system including states of the system, events and conditions for state transitions.
Presented by state transition diagrams or state charts with explanatory descriptions of states, functions, conditions and events that trigger state transitions.

Scenario view
(Chapter 5)

Specification of interactions between actors (people, systems) in the system context and the System-under-Development (SuD) that lead to a added business value
for one or more actors. Scenario modeling can be done for some examples only
(e.g. to support the elicitation of requirements) or with a claim to completeness,
i.e. all the scenarios are modeled which are to be supported by the SuD.

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel

Tabelle 1: Dynamic Views in requirements modeling and their significance
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Use case diagrams

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Modeling elements of use case diagrams

4.2 Use case modeling

Notation

Name

Name

Name
«actor»
Name

System Boundary

Actor

41

Meaning
The rectangle depicts the scope of the system. Actors are
outside the scope. Use cases are inside the scope .

An actor can be a person, a firm or organization, a software
or system element (hardware, software or both).

(Alternative)

Use Case

Name

Name

Association

Functionality of the system, needed by an actor that provides
value to the actor. The name should contain a verb, as it
describes a functionality, and an object, to which the
functionality refers, e.g. "monitor velocity" .

The (unnamed) line between actor and use case indicates
that this actor interacts with this use case.

Figure 31: Modeling elements of use case diagrams

Figure
32 shows on the right side an example of a use case diagram with these four basic el© 2016
Ralf Lämmel
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Figure 31: Modeling elements of use case diagrams

Context versus use case diagram

Figure 32 shows on the right side an example of a use case diagram with these four basic elements, i.e. the system boundary (scope), actors, use cases, and associations.

Read
sensor data

Sensor

Sensor
Data

Update
thresholds

Sensor

Warning

Admin
Early
Warning
System

Operator
Request

Protocol

Day Results

Show detailed
Info
Acknowledge
alarm

Operator

Output compr.
Data

Statistics
System

Output
warning

System
Messages

Statistics
System
Admin

Output
protocol

Operator

Early Warning System
32:
Example
for aallcontext
diagram
(left) and
andactors
the corresponding
usesystem
case diagram
(right)
If a contextFigure
diagram
exists,
in which
neighboring
systems
of the considered
are shown,
it may be
enough, to create a use case diagram that only contains actors, which trigger the execution of use cases. Those actors are
called process-triggering actors. These "actors" justify the existence of use cases. In other words, without the respective
actor there would be no demand for this use case. So if a context diagram exists, further actors who are involved in the use
case (i.e.two
during
the execution
of thehave
processsimilar
after the trigger
by anbut
actor)different
are not necessarily
drawn in
the usedetermine
case diagram.a
These
diagram
types
content
priorities.
Both
They only increase the complexity of the use case diagram, and detract attention from the fact, that the use case view mainly
name
for the system under study and define the system boundary (i.e. the distinction beserves to decompose the overall functionality of a system from user perspective into disjunct processes.

4.2.3 Use case diagrams and context diagrams
tween scope and context), but with different precision.
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Finding use cases
! External triggers: An actor (e.g. a neighboring system) wants to trigger a process
in our system. Our system will notice this when data coming from the neighboring
system crosses the system boundary. For example, "A guest wants a room in a hotel
system". Once the request is received (i.e. the corresponding event in the system
context hap- pens), the hotel system should offer a suitable room to the guest.
! Time triggers: It is time to execute a process in our system, for example, at
specific times or on specific calendar days. By using time events to start a process,
there is no need for data to cross the system boundary. It is only necessary that the
specified point in time reached. E.g. in the hotel system: "It is 6pm and thus time to
cancel all no- shows and make the rooms available for sales again." Monitoring of
internal system re- sources is also considered as time event. For example, "It is
time to reprint our hotel catalog".

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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alternative scenarios, see also section 5.2). Furthermore, it could specify pre-conditions and
Source:
of Requirements
Modeling
IREB
Standard by states and
post-conditions
of useHandbook
case execution
which can be
typically
characterized
state transitions (see section 4.4.1). In addition, possible exception events and associated exception scenarios should be documented (see also section 5.2). Table 2 shows an example of
a template for the detailed textual specification of a use case.

Template for the textual specification of use cases
Section

Content

ID

Unique identifier of the use cases in the development project or program

Name

Name of the use case in the model (this name is shown in the use case diagrams)

Trigger

Event that triggers the execution of the use case

Preconditions

Preconditions that must be fulfilled before execution of the use case

Postconditions

Set of postconditions that are fulfilled after successful execution of the use case

Input data

Input data of the use case

Output data

Output data of the use case

Result

Result of the use case, i.e. the added business value, which is provided to the actors after execution of the use case

Primary actor

Actor who receives the significant part of the added value of the use case

Further actors

Actors who are involved in the execution of the use case

Main scenario

Normal sequence of activities (execution flow, for example, in 70% of all cases).
See also section 5.5.1 .

Alternative
scenarios

Set of alternative activities. Each alternative process leads also to a successful execution of the use case (e.g. in 30% of cases). See also Section 5.5.2.1 .

Exception
scenarios

Set of exception scenarios. These scenarios are executed after entering an exceptional situation in the use case process. These scenarios ensure a controlled error
and exception handling. See also Section 5.5.2.5

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel

Table 2: Example of a template for textual specification of use cases
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Data flow diagrams
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Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Modeling elements of data flow diagrams
4.3 Data flow and control flow oriented modeling of requirements

Name

Notation

Meaning

Neighboring system / Acor
(also terminator, source or sink)

Name

Depicts persons, organizations of technical
systems, equipment, sensors, actuators from
the system environment, that are source of
sink for the information to / from the system

Nodes
(process, function of the system)

Name

Depicts a desired functionality in the
system

Data flow

Name

Depicts moving data (inputs, outputs,
intermediate results). Not only data flows can be
depicted but also material flow or energy flow.

Data store

Name

49

Depicts data at rest, i.e. information that is
stored for a certain period and that is not
directly flowing between functions

Figure 38: Modeling elements of data flow diagrams

© Figure
2016 Ralf
39Lämmel
shows

an example of a navigation system, using the four elements that can be used 55

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
Figure 38: Modeling elements of data flow diagrams

Data flow in a navigation system

Figure 39 shows an example of a navigation system, using the four elements that can be used
in data flow diagrams, and it provides further information on the semantics.

Route
Parameters

Sensor
Determine
Position

Suggested Route

...

Calculate
Route

Driver

Determine
Destination

Traffic
Messages

Figure 39: Example of a data flow diagram (part)

Data flows (such as GPS signal or desired destination), data in motion.
Data store (such as route parameters, traffic news), data at rest. Data in data stores can be
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Relationship between data flow modeling and the rest
The data flow oriented modeling of requirements using data flow diagrams
has a substantial connection with the context diagram, the use case view
and the information structure view. Use Cases are a tool to specify
systematically the functions within a defined scope from the user
perspective and on a high level. During Requirements Engineering
activities, these functions need to be detailed and decomposed in more
detailed system functions and its dependencies. The system functions of a
Use Case including data dependencies among each other and with actors
(terminators) can be modeled using data flow diagrams. The more detailed
system functions can be identified during the functional analysis of the Use
Case scenarios. The structure of data, which is modeled in the data flow
diagrams as data flows (i.e. "data in motion") and as data store (i.e. "data at
rest"), is defined in the diagrams of the information structure view.

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Activity diagrams
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Modeling elements of activity diagrams
4.3 Data flow and control flow oriented modeling of requirements

Notation
Name

Name

Notation

Name
Decision

Acivity/
action

Notation
[Akteur]
[Actor]

[Akteur]
[Actor]

Name
Partitions
(activity partitions)

Merge
(of alternative
control flows)

Start node
End node

[condition]

51

Control flow

fork

Condition

join

Concurrency
(Synchronisation bar)

Figure 40: Modeling elements of activity diagrams

Activity diagrams document the control flow between activities or functions of the system.
The control flow starts at the start node and ends at the end node(s). It is possible to model
sequential processes, branches of the control flow (by using decision points), and concurrent

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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multaneously or independently
of each
other and Modeling
not strictly
Source: Handbook
of Requirements
IREBsequential.
Standard

r the exact syntax and semantics of the notation elements please refer to advanced boo
UML, such as [RuJB2004 , BoRJ2005]. Figure 41 illustrates the usage of the typical mod
g elements of activity diagrams and the essential syntactic rules by an abstract sample.

Using the modeling elements
Start node

Merge
End node

Alternative
Kontrollflüsse

Join
Decision

Fork
Alternative
control flows

Independent/concurrent
activities/actions

Figure 41: Using the modeling elements of activity diagrams

3.2 Modeling of object and data flow in activity diagrams and their relation to in60
formation
© 2016
Ralf Lämmelstructure modeling

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Modeling of object flow in activity diagrams
applied to the example of a navigation system Dynamic

Determine
Position
Calculate
Route
Enter
Destination

<<datastore>>
Maps

<<datastore>>
Traffic messages

Figure 42: Modeling of object flow in activity diagrams

mple in Figure 42 shows that the activity "Calculate Route" requires an inp
61
© 2016
Ralf Lämmel
cts
“map”
and “traffic news”. But it does not show the main output (the route

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Decomposition of a function in an activity diagram

Data flow and control flow oriented modeling of requirements

Figure 46: Decomposition of a function in an activity diagram

ddition to content-based criteria (such as technically strong relationship, which oft
ifested in finding a good name for the whole or the detail activities) very pragmati
62
2016
Ralf Lämmel
a ©for
decomposition
or combination are applied. One criterion is usually the dia

How "small" (detailed) should the functions be decomposed in data flow diagrams or activity
Source:
Handbook
ofneeds
Requirements
Modeling
IREB
Standard
mdiagrams?
already expresses
everything
that
to
be
stated,
then
you
have be
probably
In other words: when should the decomposition of functions
stopped? A simd too
Models
are
to understand
and function
read, if you
do not model
the lastspecificaple far.
heuristic
rule
is easier
the length
of the required
description.
If the precise
decomposition
levels, but textually
specify
themore
functions
a half
page). Itthe
is function
tion of the requirements
of a function
needs
than a(e.g.
half on
page
description,
e to
refinebearefined
function
(activity)
bytoo
relating
a limited
amount
of 3 to 7 simple, natshould
again
to avoid
large natural
language
specifications.

Textual description

ge If
requirements,
which specify the considered function in detail.
the diagram already expresses everything that needs to be stated, then you have probably

decomposed
easier to
understand(see
andFigure
read, 45)
if you do not model the last
xtual
descriptiontoo
of far.
the Models
functionare
“identify
destination”
onedestination
to two decomposition levels, but textually specify the functions (e.g. on a half page). It is
ntify
alsoselection
possible (done
to refine
a function
by relating
a limited
ation
by the
user of (activity)
the navigation
system),
map amount of 3 to 7 simple, natlanguage requirements, which specify the considered function in detail.
redural
destination
of the function
destination” (see Figure 45)
is Example:
to provideTextual
to thedescription
user four options
to select“identify
a destination:
Function:
identify
destination
ering
an address
using
the keyboard
Input:
selection
(done by the user of the navigation system), map
ering
an destination
address using
voice entry
Output:
cting
fromdesired
a list ofdestination
stored addresses, or
The
function by
is to
provide to
the user fourvia
options
to select
a destination:
p is
displayed
selecting
a destination
the touch
screen

by entering an address using the keyboard
ers- of these
diagrams,
the above-mentioned
by entering
an address
using voice entry refinement level with a specification
ge- is sufficient
to understand
functional
and to systematically
by selecting
from a list of the
stored
addresses,requirements
or
ases.
especially
true
testersa who
need to
afterscreen
completion of the
- This
if a is
map
is displayed
byfor
selecting
destination
viaverify
the touch

elopment, whether the system in operation implements the requirements comFor most users of these diagrams, the above-mentioned refinement level with a specification
correctly)

on a half page is sufficient to understand the functional requirements and to systematically
derive test cases. This is especially true for testers who need to verify after completion of the
system development, whether the system in operation implements the requirements completely and correctly)
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Receiving and sending messages
(signals / interrupts)

Dynamic views

64

State-oriented
modeling

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

these potential conditions a total of 12 potential states

12 potential states of a car

Figure 49: Definition of a car (a)

State-oriented modeling could be applied.

ample to another attribute that specifies the mileage
s© attribute
66
2016 Ralf Lämmel can have infinite possible values (see Figure

Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
is thereforeSource:
unlimited,
and this can no longer be represent
nite state machine.

Too many states

Abbildung 50: Definition of a car (b)

State-oriented modeling cannot be applied.
Thus,
attributes
that are
for thelevel
state are
observation.
uce
the omit
number
of states
to airrelevant
manageable
described
Also, form equivalence classes of possible attribute values.

s modeling the theory of finite automata (Moore or Mealy a
atecharts, in 1987 introduced by Harel [Harel1987] or the e
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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Basic modeling elements of state diagrams
62

Dynamic views

Notation

Name

Simple state

Transition
Initial state
Final state

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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4.4.3 A simple
example
Source:
Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
The diagram in Figure 51 contains a simplified state machine for a windshield wiper system
in vehicles. In this example, the main modeling elements for modeling a state-based view are
presented. They are presented in more detail in the following sections along with the notation elements of UML.

A state machine for a windshield wiper system

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel

Figure 51: State diagram for a wiper system
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Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

States
A state should always have a name. In addition, you can specify in this state which
functions are called. In UML, the following types of function calls are defined in a state.
The italic identifiers are defined in the UML keywords with specific semantics. The
identifier "function" re- fers to the function that is executed.
! Entry behavior: entry / Function: When entering a state, the function is executed. This
cannot be interrupted.
! Exit behavior: exit / Function: When leaving a state, the function is executed. This cannot be interrupted.
! State function: do / Function: While the object of observation is in the state, the
function is executed. This can be interrupted by a trigger, which leads to a state change.
! Triggered Function: trigger [guard] / Function: Upon arrival of the trigger and if the
guard is true, the function is performed without leaving the state.
! Delay: trigger [guard] / defer: if an event in the deferred event list of the current state
occurs, the event will be kept for future processing until a state is entered that does not
list the event in its deferred event list.
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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States cont’d
The following rules apply:
! A state is entered when a transition is passed that leads to this state as the end point.
! A state is abandoned (exit) when a transition is passed through that leads away from
the state.
! A state becomes active as soon as it is entered. On leaving a state the state becomes inactive.
! Immediately after entering a state the entry behavior (here: Function 1) is executed.
On leaving a state the last thing to happen is the execution of the exit behaviour.
! The state behavior of a state (Do-behavior) is the function (here: Function 3) that is
started directly after ending the entry behaviour.
! A state can be abandoned (exit) through a transition only after the entry behavior
(here: Function 1) has been fully executed.
! The initiation of Function 4 by a trigger under an optional guard condition does not
lead to an external state change even if the behaviour of a function is part of the list
of deferred behaviors of the state.
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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More modeling elements of state diagrams
Initial state
Final state

Composite state

Sub-machine state

Orthogonal regions

Figure 52: Modeling constructs of state machines (detail)
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Scenario modeling
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numbers added to the interactions.

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

.4 Simple examplesAofnavigation
a modeledscenario
scenario

Figure
75 shows the
modeling
of a simple
scenario communication
in the form of a sequence
diagram of U
modeled
with
sequence
versus
diagram
a) and a communication diagram of UML (b).
sd Record navigation data

cm Record navigation data

<<SuD>>
:Nav.

:Driver

:Map Server

Navigation request

1:Navigation request
:Driver

3:Destination
7:Selected route
11:Start navigation

Request destination
Destination
Request routes
Possible routes

2:Request destination
6:Route selection
10:Display route data

Route selection
Selected route
Inquiry route data

4:Request routes
8:Inquiry route data
12: Navigation started

Route data
Display route data
:Map Server

<<SuD>>
:Nav.

5:Possible routes
9:Route data

Start navigation
Navigation started

75: Modeling of a scenario with (a) sequence diagram and (b) communication diagram
© 2016 RalfFigure
Lämmel
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5.5 Scenario
modelingofusing
sequencemodeling
diagrams
Modeling
elements
scenario
with sequence diagrams
Basic modeling elements
Name

Notation
Register

Advanced mode
Explanation

sd Name

Name

Combined

Sequence diagram frame

Frame

Notation
Register

alt

[condition]

Alternatives

Life-line

Name of instance:
name of actor

Interaction frame
Life-line of an instance
of an actor in the scenario

[┐condition
opt

[condition]

Optional

Time axis
ref
Reference
Actor with activation
owns the control flow

Activation

Repetition

Termination

Asynchronous
message exchange

Desctruction of an instance
of an actor

Moment
Sender

Sender

Receiver

Sending a message without
the sender waiting for
an answer

Receiver

Synchronous
message exchange

Sending a message and the
sender waits for an answer
Answer message

Name

loop(0,m)
[conditio

break
Termination

[conditio

Advanced me
- Lost message
- Found message
- Incoming message
- Outgoing message

Figure 76: Modeling elements for scenario modeling using sequence
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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modeling, among other things, when an instance within the scenario requests informa
Source:
IREB Standardmessage "Request p
from another instance.
AnHandbook
exampleofofRequirements
this would Modeling
be the synchronous
sonal identification number (PIN)" of the instance of an ATM sent to the instance of a u
Modeling
synchronous
messages
The ATM
then waitsasynchronous
for the user to enterand
the PIN,
i.e. to send a response
message with
PIN. In the scenario modeling in requirements engineering, the "message exchange" re
not only to data that is transmitted through a communication infrastructure between c
munication partners. A "message exchange" within a scenario may also represent the
change of tangible or intangible entities, e.g. the insertion of a credit card (material ent
into the ATM by the user. Figure 78 shows both an example for the modeling of asynch
nous and synchronous messages.

Medcom1:Media-Server

:Customer

Medcom1:Media-Server

New title

:Customer

Request user name
User name

(a)

(b)

Figure 78: Modeling a) asynchronous and b) synchronous messages

Sender

Empfänger
Lebenslinie

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
Sender

Empfänger

76

(a)
(b)
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
Figure 79: Modeling of a service call a) with incomplete and b) complete parameters

Relationship of messages with the rest

5.5.1.5 Relationship of messages in scenarios to state-based, data-flow-oriented mo
eling and information structure modeling

The exchange of messages within a scenario provides the essential integration point to the
Sender
Empfänger
diagrams
of other
views on the requirements of the considered system (cf. Figure 80).
Sender

Empfänger

:Media-Client

:Media-Server

Antwortnachricht

State „Wait for title
Request “

CreateTitlelist(Startdate)

Return Titlelist

:Media-Client

:Media-Server

Aktivierung

Return Titlelist

(a) States of :Media-Server

1..n
*
Titlelist

Function
„create Titlelist “

State „Title list sent “

ID:
Name:
Termination

CreateTitlelist(Startdate)

State „Title Request
received “

Title

A

(b) Functions of :Media-Server

1
*

is result of

Title request
Startdate:

(c) Information structures

Figure 80: Messages in scenarios as an integration point with other requirement views

5.5.1.5.1 Relationship of messages to states in the state-oriented view

As shown in Figure 80 (a), both receiving and sending a message corresponds with a st
change of the actor. In Figure 80 (a), for example, receiving the message "NewTitle(st
©
2016 Ralf
Lämmel
date)"
corresponds
with the state change of the communication partner ":MediaServer”77fr

Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard

Modeling
elements
of
scenario
modeling
mples of typical diagrams in the scenario view
with communication diagrams
Name

Notation
cm Name

Frame

Lifeline

:Name

Frame of the communication
diagram

Lifeline of an actor
in the scenario
Models a generic message
exchange between actors

Message exchange

Models the direction of
a message exchange

Direction of communication

Message signature

Explanation

Sequence number: message

Each message in a scenario
is provided with a sequence
number corresponding to the
order of occurrance a message

© 2016 RalfFigure
Lämmel88: Model elements of communication diagrams for modeling scenarios
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does not have model elements that allow modeling “optional” or “alternative” interactio
Source:Moreover,
Handbook of
Requirements Modeling
IREBdo
Standard
sequences of scenarios.
communication
diagrams
not have model element
that allow abstracting parts of an interaction sequence by modeling these interactions in
Scenario
modeling
with
a communication
diagram
different
diagram to which
the parent
diagram
can reference. Nevertheless,
communicatio
diagrams are advantageous, if the focus lies on the bilateral exchange of messages between
instances of a scenario.
Provide replacement vehicle

1:Request vehicle
7:Vehicle booking

:Fleet
management

:Dispatcher

5:Vehicle selection
6:Info acceptance

2:Available vehicles
8:Confirmation booking
:Dispatcher
workstation

:On-BoardSystem 1

9:Dispatch data

:Order
acceptance

4:Acceptance
3:Transportation documents

:On-BoardSystem 2

:Customer

© 2016 Ralf LämmelFigure 91: Example of a scenario modeled through a communication diagram
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using sequenceModeling
diagrams

81
elements of scenario modeling
with sequence diagrams

ng elements

n

Advanced modeling elements
Explanation

Name

Notation
Combined fragments

Sequence diagram frame

Register

alt

[condition]

Alternatives

ance:
ctor

Interaction frame
Life-line of an instance
of an actor in the scenario

[┐condition]
opt

[condition]

Optional

ref
Reference
Actor with activation
owns the control flow
Repetition
Desctruction of an instance
of an actor

Receiver

Sending a message without
the sender waiting for
an answer

Receiver
Sending a message and the
sender waits for an answer

essage

Explanation

Termination

Name

Modeling alternative interaction,
Depending on conditions

Modeling of an optional interaction ,
depending on a condition
Modeling of a reference
to an interaction of an other
sequence diagram

loop(0,m)
[condition]

Repetition of the interaction,
m times or up to m times,
depending on the condition

break

Modeling of an interaction that
will be executed on occurance
of a termination condition

[condition]

Advanced message types
- Lost message
- Found message

Message of which the source /
receiver is unknown

- Incoming message
- Outgoing message

Externally incoming, or
externally outgoing message

Modeling elements for scenario modeling using sequence diagrams
© 2016 Ralf Lämmel
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maximum of three times. After the Dispatcher Workstation sends the transport documents,
Source: Handbook of Requirements Modeling IREB Standard
it waits for the acceptance by the On-Board System of the replacement vehicle (i.e. a synchronous message). This interaction is executed as long as the condition "acceptance failed"
is true. If the condition is false when entering the combined fragment, the corresponding interaction in the combined fragment is no longer executed. After that, the Dispatcher Workstation sends the asynchronous message “vehicle selection” to the Dispatcher.

Scenario modeling with a sequence diagram
sd Provide replacement vehicle
:On-BoardSystem 2

:On-BoardSystem 1

<<SuD>>
:Dispatcher
workstation

:Dispatcher

:Fleet
management

:Order
acceptance

:Customer

Request for vehicle
Available vehicles
Loop(0,3) [Acceptance not successful]
Transportation documents
Acceptance
Vehicle selection
Info acceptance
Vehicle booking

[Vehicle not available]
Cancellation

Break

Loop(0,3) [Cancellation not successful]
Order cancellation
Acceptance
Dispatch data

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel

Figure 89: Example of a scenario modeled through a sequence diagram
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transport damage message is sent from the On-Board System of the vehicle to the Dispatcher
Source:
of Requirements
Modeling
IREB Standard
Workstation which
then Handbook
sends a message
containing
the damage
information to the Dispatcher. Alternatively, the message of a transport damage can reach the Dispatcher in other
ways. In this case, the message about a damage that occurred is sent directly to the Dispatcher through another way (→ Found Message). The Dispatcher then has to enter the necessary damage information for further processing at the Dispatcher Workstation.

Scenario modeling with a sequence diagram
sd Replacement order for transport damage
:On-BoardSystem 2

:On-BoardSystem 1

<<SuD>>
:Dispatcher
workstation

:Dispatcher

:Fleet
management

:Order
acceptance

:Customer

[Electronic message]
Transport damage message
Damage info

alt

[Manual message]

Transport damage message
Damage info
Request travel history

Request cargo data
Request replacement order

Order data
ref

Provide replacement vehicle
opt

Replacement transport data

[Premium customer]

Confirmation replacement transport data

© 2016 Ralf Lämmel

Figure 90: Example of a scenario modeled through a sequence diagram
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Summary
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to construct the corresponding diagrams (e.g. class and association for the construction of
Source:
Handbook
of Requirements
Modeling
IREBnotations
Standardare defined for
class diagrams).
In a modeling
language,
graphical and
/ or textual
the modeling
constructs.of the core terminology in requirements modeling
Conceptual
network
is a

↑system

1

1

depicts

↑model

↑requirements model

abstract
representation

represents

1

is formed by

1..*

↑view

↑requirement
1

is represented

*

*

specifies

1..*

consists of

is represented

textual model
element

0..*

refers to

is formed by
1..*

1..*

refers to

↑diagram
1..*

constists of
is instance of
1

diagram type
1..*

0..*

↑semantics

is instance of

has

1
1..*

modeling construct

defines

1..*

epresented
by

1..*
0,1

is defined by

↑syntax
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is a

refers to

graphical model
element
1..*

1

1

0..*

is a

0..*

defines

1

1

0..*

0..*

↑modeling language

model element

0..1

pragmatics

graphical notation
element

1

1

Represented
by
0,1

textual notation
element
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Action
Activity
Activity diagram
Actor
Aggregation
Alternative scenario
Association
Attribute
Basic scenario
Class
Class diagram
Communication diagram
Composition
Context diagram
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Data flow
Data flow diagram
Data type
Diagram
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Event
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Generalization
Instance scenario
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State
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